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ABSTRACT 
A study was performed to gain an tmderstanding of the feasibil-
ity of an Earth Coolant Tube for use in cooling and heating air for 
resi.dences and industry. It was concluded that previous studies 
did not include the effect of coolant tube depth or coolant tube 
operation ov,er long periods of time. A numerical methods approach 
using a finite difference form of the general energy conduction equa-
tion was used to evaluate these effects. It was concluded that a 
coolant tube 1 foot in diameter and 100 feet long could provide as 
much as 1/6 ton of refrigeration for a 4 month time period. It was 
also concluded that for coolant tubes below a depth of five feet, 
depth had little effect on coolant tube performance. This study 
also presents esti.mates on expected rates of energy transfer for 
coolant tubes, and recommends a simplified approach for designing 
coolant tubes. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to study the feasibility of an 
earth coolant tube for use in cooling or warming air. 
An earth coolant tube is a simple device consisting of a long 
pipe buried in the ground. Soil deep under the ground surface main-
tains a relative stable and moderate temperature year round. This 
underground energy reservoir could be used as an energy sink in the 
sunnner to cool air that passes through the buried pipe and as an 
energy source in the winter to heat air drawn through the pipe. 
In this study, a mathematical model and computer simulation 
model were developed for a coolant tube system and the results of 
the simulation were compared to available data. For mass flow rates 
less than 2500 lbm/hr, the model varied from the experimental data 
by less than 20%. 
As a result of the study, it was concluded that a coolant tube 
could provide cooling for an entire cooling season. It was also 
determined that there is little advantage to burying coolant tubes 
below 5 feet deep. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE SEARCH 
A li.terature search was conducted to locate previous work on the 
use of earth cooling tubes. Previous studies can be divided into 
two main categories. First, those papers directly relat,ed to mode.l-
ing or evaluating the performance of an earth cooling tube system 
will be discussed. Second, those papers which are indirectly related 
to earth cooling tubes in that they dis cuss backgrormd information 
or talk about systems similar to earth cooling tube systems, will 
be discussed. 
Directly Related Models 
Five papers present information about the evaluation or model-
ing of earth cooling tube systems. 
Two articles by Jan F. Krie.der (1,2) were found that discussed 
and presented methods for evaluating cooling tube systems. 
The first of the two articles presented a simple technique for 
determining the length of pipe needed to provide a desired amo1mt 
of cooling (1) • Kri,eder stated that the rate of energy trans fer 
for a cooling tube could be described using an approach com-
mon to heat exchanger design. No development was shown for the re-
lationship. The product of the overall heat transfer coefficient 
2 
3 
and area (UA) that was used in the equation was stated as 0.07 x L. 
The log mean temperature difference was used to represent the aver-
age temperature difference, ~T. 
A few months after the first article was published, du~ to pop-
ular demand, a second article by Krieder appeared, presenting a more 
complex method of performing earth cooling tube calculations (2). 
In this article, Krieder distinguished between laminar and turbulent 
flow in the cooling tubes and simplified his expression for the aver-
age temperature difference, replacing the log mean temperature dif-
ference by a simpler arithmetic temperature difference. The desired 
amol.lllt of cooling was calculated as: 
Q = 1. 08 x CFM (Ti - T t) 
. n OU 
(2-1) 
The length of pipe needed to provide the desired rate of heat trans-
fer was obtained from equation 2-2, 
Q = 0.13 (V x D)O.B x L x ~T (2-2) 
if the flow in the tube was turbulent, or equation 2-3, 
Q = 0.16 x L x ~T (2-3) 
if the flow in the tube was laminar. 
The paper also stated that if the pipe length is already known, 
the rates of heat transfer calculated in equations 2-1 and 2-2 
dr 2-3 would not be the same if the air exit temperature (used in 
equation 2-1) was inaccurately estimated. The rate of energy 
transfer leaving the air (fonnd in equation 2-1) must equal the 
rate of energy transfer through the coolant tube (fotmd in ,equations 
4 
2-2 or 2-3). Thus, the correct value of the air exit temperature 
would be obtained by an iterative technique. By performing this 
series of calculations, the rate of energy transfer provided by a 
given coolant tube system of known dimensions, could be calculated. 
Ne background on the derivation of the equations that were presented 
or the constants in them was given. 
The Princeton Energy Group evaluated the cooling potential of 
an nnderground duct (coolant tube) (3). Their efforts can be broken 
down into four main categories: (1) experimental, (2) simulation, 
(3) results of the simulation and (4) future work. 
The description of the experimental analysis described the 
efforts of the Princeton Energy Group to construct an tmderground 
duct for test purposes. Because of numerous problems, the experi-
menters were never successful in obtaining useful data from their 
test set up. The paper states that attempts to evaluate the test 
system were going to be made the following year; however, no more 
work was ever done on the project. 
The simulation of a cooling tube system represented the major-
ity of the work presented in the paper. lhe system that was analyzed 
consisted of a typical residence with a cooling tube to cool incom-
ing air during the warmer summer months. The inside air temperature 
of the house was estimated hourly from the cooling or heating load 
on the house. If the temperature of the house (Th) was less than 
70°F, auxiliary heating was initiated. If the house temperature was 
between 70°F and 75°F, no heating or cooling took place. If the 
5 
house temperature was hetween 75°F and 80° F and the temperature of 
the cool-pipe air was at least 3°F less than the house temperature ., 
the cooling pipe was assumed to be rtmning. Finally, if the house 
temperature was greater than 80°F, auxiliary cooling was used to 
cool the house. 
By evaluating the house for an entire season, using an incremen-
• 
tal time step of one hour,. the seasonal cooling provided by the cool-
pipe was estimated. The simulation was performed 30 different times. 
Each time the simulation was performed, different key parameters were 
varied. The method of calculating the energy transfer from the 
cool-pipe was never discussed. 
By analyzing the results of the simulation, an equation for 
calculating the total seasonal cooling provided by a single tmder-
ground duct was developed. It was: 
Cooling (million Btu) = 0.00463 x air flow (cfm) 
+ 0. 0220 x diameter (inche.s) + 0 .. 0168 x length (feet) 
+ 0.168 x soil conductivity (Btu/hr-F-ft) 
+ 0. 0580 x soil heat capacity (Btii/lbm-F) 
-0.970 (million Btu) (2-4) 
Several assumptions and simplifications were made during the 
simulation. The assumptions included: 
l .. latent heat transfer in the cool-pipe was neglected 
2. only one climat.ic region (New Jersey) was studied 
3. only one type of cooling system was studied 
6 
4. the assumptions made in calculating the amotmt of energy 
transfer from the cool-pipe to the ground were not stated 
Another simulation developed by Abrams ., Benton and Akridge (4) 
presented a performance model for earth cooling tubes. The purpose 
of the model was to gain rmderstanding of the effect of significant 
variables on the rate of energy transfer from the air in a coolant 
tube to the earth. 
Some of the simplifying assumptions ma.de in the model were 
(1) the pipe was assumed to be a point source of energy, with a sur-
rounding heat sink of infinite size. This assumption ignored the ef-
fects of ground surface conditions on the heat sink, (2) energy 
transfer axially down the pipe was assumed to be negligible, (3) 
the earth mass was assumed to initially be isothermal with constant 
thermal conductivity and diffusivity, both radially and axially 
along the tube, (4) provisions for cycling run conditions were riot 
incorporated in the model. Cycling run conditions refers to using 
the cooling tube system to cool air and then turning off the system 
in order to re charge the energy sink arotmd the tube, and (5) latent 
heat transfer was not specifically addressed. 
In comparing this model with other models, the sensitivity 
study performed did the best job of representing the significant 
variables which effect the cooling tube performance. The variables 
analyzed in the model were tube length, soil conductivity ., soil 
diffusivity, temperature difference between the air in the pipe and 
the earth surrounding the pipe, the convection heat transfer 
7 
coefficient, the length of time the tube is used, thermal resistance 
of the tube wall, and tube diameter. 
The sensitivity studies can be summarized by observing that 
the following variable changes will improve the performance of a 
cooling tube (increase the rate of energy transfer from the air in 
the tube to the earth around the tube). 
1. increase the length of the tube 
2. increase the soil thermal conductivity 
3. decrease the soil diffusivity 
4. increase the temperature difference between the earth 
and the air 
5. increase the convection heat transfer coefficient 
6. minimize the tube run time (as the length of time the tube 
is used increases, the rate of energy transfer from the 
air to the earth decreases) 
7. increase the tube diameter 
At the time this model was developed, efforts to verify the 
model with experimental data had been unsuccessful. One year after 
the paper was written, experimental data was obtained by Benton and 
Akridge. This experimental data was included in a report entitled,, 
"Performance Study of a Thermal Envelope House 0 (5). This report 
will be discussed later. 
This model provided a reasonable method of examining the per-
formance of an earth cooling tube system. The model provides the 
designer with a sound feeling for how parameter variations affect 
the. performance of a cooling tube system. A need for more accurate 
8 
models which will be able to better predict the performance of cool-
ing tube systems still exists. One drawback of this model is that 
it requires the use of a small computer. No simple method was pro-
posed in the paper that could be used by a designer to predjct the 
performance of a cooling tube system. To make up for this deficiency, 
Abrams, Benton and Akridge included several graphs in their paper 
that presented estimations of coolant tube performance for typical 
variations in design parameters. 
This paper by Benton and Akridge (5) was useful in understanding 
the performance that could be expected from an earth cooling tube 
system. This report presented actual experimental data obtained 
from a cooling tube system. This report contained the only set of 
experimental data from an earth cooling tube system that could be 
found. 
A thermal envelope home in Canton, Georgia, which contained 
two coolant tubes, was monitored during the experimental system 
test. Different aspects of the home cooling system were tested; 
however, only the cooling tubes' performance will be discussed here. 
The house used two 21 inch diameter, 100 feet long earth cool-
ing tubes to supply earth tempered air to the house envelope. The 
cooling tubes were tested by installing temperature probes axially 
along the tubes and radially away from the tubes. This was done to 
measure how the air temperature varied as air was drawn through the 
tubes and to determine how the earth temperature around the tube 
was affected by the energy transfer that took place. The volumetric 
9 
flow rate through the tube was varied by adj us ting the tube inlet 
size, or the speed of the fan used to draw air through the tube. 
The data gathered were compiled and presented in several dif-
ferent forms. First, air temperature as a function of time for dif-
ferent positions along the tube was plotted. An example of this 
type of data is shown in Figure 2-1. Secondly, the grol.Illd tempera-
ture as a function of time for different radial distances from the 
tube was sketched (Figure 2-2). Data was also presented on air 
temperature as a function of distance along the cooling tube for dif-
ferent tube volumetric flow rates, Figure 2-3. 
The data presented by the paper was useful as a standard of 
comparison when comparing various mathematical models (Chapter V). 
This was because it was actual experimental data measured from an 
existing coolant tube system, and not estimates on what a system 
might provide, derived from a mathematical model with simplifying 
assumptions. 
A report by Nordham, entitled, ''A Design Procedure for Under-
grotmd Air Cooling Pipes Based on Computer Models" (6) described 
an attempt to evaluate the heat trans fer related effects of water 
condensing on the inside of a cooling tube. The work is unique 
in that it is the only cooling tube study found that examined the 
effects of condensation. 
In the model, conductance values for filmwise condensation of 
vapor on the inside of tubes were obtained using a modified integral 
analysis as shown by Chen (7). For the study, the equation: 
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g h x k 3 ] x f g 
h 
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= [D x u1 x (T sv 
was used to calculate the conductance values. 
T )] 
s 
(2-5) 
The description of the model used to evaluate the performance 
of the cooling tube was sketchy. Basically, a simple grid with 10 
nodal points in the soil arotmd the tube for every incremental segment 
of tube length was established. A theoretical temperature gradient 
between the nodes was estimated using conservation of energy consi-
derations. The energy balance was repeated for each increment along 
the tube. From the temperature gradients found, the temperature and 
enthalpy of the air in the tube were estimated. 
The results of a typical analysis were presented. The analysis 
concluded that 13,000 BTU/hr could be absorbed by the tube surround-
ing with an additional 8,000 BTU/hr being transferred to runoff wa-
ter in the tube and lost through condensation. The additional 8,000 
BTU/hr were attributed mostly to what the author called a misting 
chamber. The method of operation or a description of the misting 
chamber was not discussed in the paper. 
The paper concluded that by increasing the \ID.it surface heat 
conductance and by pre-humidification of air through the use of a 
misting chamber, the overall length of an underground tube could 
be reduced considerably. This was due to an increase in the abil-
ity to transfer energy from the air to the soil around the tube. 
The validity of the results of this paper are doubtful and 
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need to be analyzed carefully. The paper indicates that because con-
densation of water vapor in the air is occurring, the air will be 
cooled more than if no condensation were occurring. This is not the 
case. The condensation does increase the ability to transfer energy 
from the air to the soil around a coolant tube by increasing the 
overall heat transfer coefficient. This is because of the higher 
convection heat transfer coefficient for condensation compared to 
that for energy transfer from air to a dry pipe wall. However, ano-
ther factor must also be analyzed. The amount of energy that must 
be absorbed by the soil to cool air and condense water vapor is much 
greater than the amount of energy that must be absorbed to just cool 
the air. In other words, the condensation provides better energy 
transfer characteristics; however, more energy must be transferred. 
It is not known whether the author of this study analyzed both 
effects. 
Indirectly Related Research 
Papers that discuss topics related to earth cooling tubes will 
be presented in this section. An article by Bahadori discusses the 
passive cooling techniques used in Iranian architecture (8) · Many 
methods for cooling air are discussed. Among them is the discussion 
of a cooling system similar to an earth cooling tube system. 
The Iranian cooling system consists of a cooling tower (simi-
lar to what is known as a thermal chinmey in the United States to-
day) located about 50 meters from a building that is being cooled 
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An underground tunnel is dug from the bottom of the tower to the 
basement of the building being cooled. The ground over the tunnel 
is planted with trees, shrubs and grass. When the ground is watered, 
water diffuses through the soil so that the tunnel walls ar~ kept 
damp, and air coming through the tower and the tunnel is sensibly 
and evaporatively cooled. 
Other systems take advantage of underground streams. The 
theory of operation is similar to the tunnel systems. As the air 
passes over the underground stream, it is cooled before it enters 
the house. 
The article states that systems of this type have been used 
since around 300 A.D. From this paper, it is apparent that coolant 
tubes are not a new innovation in passive cooling. 
It should be pointed out that the difference between the Iran-
ian tunnels and the cooling tubes being designed today is the im-
portance of evaporative cooling. Because of the low relative humi-
dity in Iran, the increase in relative humidity caused by evapora-
tive cooling is not an undesirable effect. The problem of analyzing 
cooling tube performance taking in to account energy trans fer effects 
related to condensation of liquid in the tube was discussed in the 
article entitled, "A Design Procedure for Undergrotmd Air Cooling 
Pipes Based on Computer Models" (6). This can be a major consider-
ation that could be analyzed in areas with high humidity. 
A study by Jacobs et al. (9) discussed a problem similar to 
an earth cooling tube problem; however, there was one important 
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difference. Both the pipeline considered and the earth cooling tube 
analysis were concerned with the amount of energy transfer into a 
buried pipeline. The difference between the two problems is that in 
the buried pipeline problem, all energy trans fer took place .... between 
the buried pipe and the ground surface above the pipe. The earth 
is treated like a layer of insulation. The possibility of the 
earth being a heat sink for energy and the related effects on energy 
transfer out of the pipe we.re not considered. An important consider-
ation of earth cooling tubes is to determine how the earth energy 
reservoir will affect the buried pipe. 
Even though the pipeline problem is different than the cooling 
tube problem, several methods of calculating the energy flux into the 
pipe were applicable to cooling tubes. The temperature profile 
aroun.d the pipe was first estimated using a finite element model. 
Once the temperature was determined, th·e energy flux into the pipe 
was calculated using Fourier's Law. Different assumed temperature 
profiles between the nodes in the grid around the pipe resulted in 
different values of energy flux. Three temperature profiles were 
analyzed: (1) quadratic, (2) cubic, and (3) logarithmic. Each 
method was evaluated in terms of accuracy by applying each to a 
problem with a known solution. The logarithmic temperature profile 
gave the best results, while the cubic and quadratic fits varied 
by as much as 15% from the known solution. 
Carlson and Jaeger's book (10) is a collection of purely math-
ematical solutions to conduction heat transfer problems in solids. 
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The book contains the solutions to problems similar to the earth 
cooling tube problem. The closest such related problem was of a 
long cylinder in infinite surroundings. Because ground surface e f -
fects cause a coolant tube to be in non-infinite surroundin'gs, the 
purely mathematical solution was never used for the modeling of a 
coolant tube; however, the solution could possibly have more meri t 
than given in this discussion. 
The book, "Earth Sheltered Housing De sign" (11), presented guide-
lines for earth sheltered housing design. It was prepared by the 
lll1derground space center, University of Minnesota. The book dis-
cussed how soil temperatures were affected by daily and seasonal 
surface air temperature variations. According to the book, the wide 
daily air tempe.rature swing has no ef feet below 0. 2 m (8 inches). 
At greater depths, soil temperatures respond only to seasonal changes 
and change occurs after a considerable delay. An example for 
Minneapolis-St. Paul was given. At 5 to 8 meters (16.S to 26.5 ft ) , 
ground temperature was almost constant year round. 
An article by Spiegel (12) also contained information on how 
deep ground temperatures were affected by surface temperatures. 
The book stated that at a depth of ten feet below the surface, t he 
ground temperature will vary annually on the order of magnitude o f 
plus or minus 6°F from the average temperature for a given area. At 
a depth of approximately 30 feet, the variation will be less than 
1°F. Going below 30 feet, the ground temperature will become warme r 
because of the warm earth core. 
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An article by Hartley and Black (13) was subdivided into t wo 
phases. The first phase consisted of formulating the conservation 
equations for simultaneous energy and mass transfer in a homogeneous, 
isotropic porous medium. The governing equations were non-.dimen-
sionalized, and an order-of-magnitude analysis was performed to 
determine those dimensionless groups which had the most significant 
effect on the ,energy transfer and moisture movement in the soil sur-
rounding a heat source. An implicit, finite difference scheme was 
used to solve the governing equations for transient temperature 
and moisture content distributions. The second phase of the study 
consisted of correlating the results of the analysis so that the con-
ditions which lead to significant moisture migration away from the 
heat source in the soil could be predicted . The results of the 
analysis were compared with experimental measurements. 
As a result of determining the influence of the dimensionless 
coeffici,ents in the coupled equations used to describe the temper-
ature and moisture distributions, it was concluded that the conduc-
tion equation with moisture dependent thermal prop1erties is ade-
quate to determine the temperature distribution. It was also con-
cluded that the dimensionless temperature profile would increase 
linearly with respect to the Fourier Number rmtil a critical time 
was reached when significant moisture movement occurred. The value 
of Fourier Number where the moisture movement occurred was found to 
depend only on the initial soil moisture content ,and the heat flux 
from the source. Soon after the moisture movement occurred, the 
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soil would become dry and assume new thermal properties. After some 
soil drying, the dimensionless temperature was observed to again 
increase linearly with Fourier Number, except at a faster rate. For 
low values of heat flux, it was observed that drying of the soil 
never occurred and constant thermal properties could be used through -
out the problem. 
The paper proposed simple tests that could be conducted to 
evaluate the thermal properties of moist soil, the onset of drying 
at the surface of a source, and the time when drying at the surface 
of the source was complete. These techniques would be useful for 
coolant tube experiments. 
Summary: The Need for Future Work 
Of the papers that were studied, all had merit in that they 
discussed some unique aspect of an earth coolant tube. The follow-
ing major aspects were presented or examined: (1) a simplified 
method to determine the size of an earth cooling tube, (2) the sea-
sonal cooling :that could be expected from a cooling tube, (3) the 
effect of key parameters on cooling tube performance, (4) the ef-
feet of latent heat on cooling tube performance, and (5) experimen-
tal data obtained from a cooling tube., 
Many areas of cooling tube p ,erformance have been studied; 
however, there are several areas that still need to be rmderstood. 
The major areas that will be dis cussed in t:he chapters that follow 
are: (1) the effect of using a cooling tube for a long period of 
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time to determine the ability of the tube to continue to cool air 
for a cooling season, (2) the effect of surface temperature vari a -
tions on the cooling tube, (3) the effect of pipe depth on cooling, 
and (4) a comparison of experimental data with available simulation 
models to determine their abilities to predict cooling tube perfo r-
mance. 
CHAPTER III 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND COMPUTER SIMULATION MODEL 
After studying the different papers and models discussed in 
Chapter II of this thesis, it was concluded that a more general math-
ematical model needed to be developed . This model would be designed 
to include some of the characteristics of an earth cooling tube 
that other models had ignored. Two characteristics that were of 
particular interest were (1) the effect of cyclical use (drawing 
air through the tube during the warm hours of a day, and non-use of 
the tube during the cool night) of an earth coolant tube ov·er an 
entire season, and (2) the effect of surface temperature fluctua-
tions on the coolant tube's ability to perform. 
This chapter will describe the steps that were taken to develop 
such a mathematical model. The following areas will be discussed: 
(1) formulation of governing equations, (2) development of the com-
puter simulation mod,el, and (3) selection of properties and dimen-
sions. 
Formulation of Governing Equations 
The differential equation which describes the transfer of 
energy in the soil around a coolant tube is the non-steady st:aite 
form of the general energy conduction equation without energy 
generation: 
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aT 
pep at (3-1) 
When first studying the model, it would appear that the selec-
:: 
tion of a cylindrical coordinate system would be most convenient for 
a pipe buried in an infinite environment; however, in order to study 
the effect of changing ground surface conditions on the buried pipe, 
it was concluded that a rectangular coordinate system would be easier 
to work with. Writing the three dimensional energy conduction 
equation for a rectangular coordinate system yielded the equation: 
pC 3T =~­
K 3t (3-2) 
Figure 3-1 illustrates the coordinate system orientation chosen. 
The next step in the model formulation was to non-dimensionalize 
equation 3-2. This was done by making the following substitutions: 
T - T 
00 
u = T - T 
(3-3) 
0 00 
t t = t 
(3-4) 
00 
x x y 
y 
z z , = x y z 
(3-5) 
00 00 00 
The reference temperatures selected for the non-dimensional temper-
ature were chosen so that the non-dimensional temperature would vary 
between 0.0 (when the soil had not been affected by the air) and 
1. 0 (when the soil was completely saturated with energy and could 
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Fig. 3-1. Coordinate system orientation. 
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no longer cool air). The reference time was selected so that one-
half cycle of operation would be equal to one time tmit. 
The non-dimensional form of equation 3-2 became: 
'V2 u = F 
0 
dU 
df (3-6) 
Because the pipe is long compared to its radius, the temperature 
gradient in the z direction was assumed to be negligible. Assuming 
that temperature was independent of length (z), equation 3-6 became: 
F 
0 
au 
a"t 
(3-7) 
Now that the governing differential equation was obtained, it 
was written in finite difference form to make it more readily sol-
vable using a computer. Equation 3-7 was rewritten using a central 
difference form. An equally spaced nodal system (or grid) was 
used where "l" was used as the x coordinate cormter and "m" was 
the y coordinate counter. Using the Crank-Nicolson method of solu-
tion (14), equation 3-7, when rewritten for a node not on the boun-
dary, as shown in Figure 3-2, of the nodal grid became: 
(3-8) 
u l,m 
(v+l) (v) Lit 
= ul, m + F LiX [ ( ul-1, m + ul + 1, m + ul, m-1 + ul, m+ 1 -
0 
v 4u )v+l] +(u +u +u , +u . -4 u
1 
. ) 1-1 , m 1+1., m 1 , m-1 1 , m+ 1 1 , m 
,m 
For a node on the vertical axis of symmetry of the noda1 grid, equa-
tion 3-7 became: 
u l,m 
(v+l) 
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v+l 
+ (Zul+l,m + ul,m-1 + ul,m+l - 4 ul,m) ] (3-9) 
For a node on a vertical boundary where the temperature was assume d 
to no longer change with respect to position, equation 3-7 became: 
u l,m 
(v+l) u (v) + ~ [( + + 
l,m F ~ ul-1,m ul,m-1 ul,m+l 
0 
v+l 
+ (ul=l,m + ul,nrl + ul,m+l - 3ul,m) ] (3-10) 
Writing equations similar to equations 3-8, 3-9 and 3-10 for 
all temperature nodes in the grid, and then writing the system of 
equations in matrix form yielded the following results: 
[A] (uJ (v+l) = [B] (u] (v) (3-ll) 
Equation 3-11 was the finite difference form of the general energy 
equation that needed to be solved for each time step during the 
coolant tube simulation. It should be noted that equation 3-11 only 
accounts for one slab of earth perpendicular to the coolant tube, 
and assumes that temperature did not vary through the thickness of 
the slab. Later temperatures were solved for in terms of previous 
known temperatures, starting with the initial condition for the 
f .irst iteration. The solution to the matrix equation describes t h e 
temperature profile in the soil arotmd the coolant tube. 
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After determining the temperature profile in the soil around 
the coolant tube using equation 3-11, the temperature profile was 
curve fit assuming a logarithmic temperature profile (8). Once an 
equation for the temperature profile was known, Fourier's Law of 
heat conduction was used to estimate the energy flux at the coolant 
tube surface. With the energy flux known, the amollllt of cooling 
that took place was calculated and the change in the temperature 
of the air in the pipe due to the energy flux was found. 
Computer Simulation Model 
This section of Chapter III will discuss more details as to 
the solution procedure of the mathematical model.. The following 
will be discussed: (1) the nodal system analyzed, (2) the computer 
program flow chart, and (3) program body and subroutines used. A 
program listing and sample output are contained in Appendix A. 
Nodal System 
The nodal system was established as shown in Figure 3-2 . The 
temperature values to the right and left (x direction) of the pipe 
were assumed to be identical. Synnnetry above and below (y direc-
tion) the pipe could have been assumed if ground surface effects 
were to be ignored; however, since surface effects are of interest 
to the operation of a cooling tube, only one axis of sy!lllDetry was 
defined. The re.gion along the length (z direction) of the pipe was 
divided into ten slabs perpendicular to the pipe. Each slab was 
N 
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5 columns wide and 20 rows deep. The nodes were numbered as shown 
in Figure 3-2. The method of numbering was selected to make the 
diagonals in matrices A and B as close together as possible. 
Computer Program Flow Chart 
The following flow chart represents the basic logic sequence 
used in the computer program. 
Initialize program: 
1. dimension arrays 
2. define initial values 
3. define. parameters 
Read matrix elements 
yes 
System is on, check to see ~--~..-.Print temperature data 
if system is to be turned 
off 
no 
Calculate soil temperature 
around pipe 
Calculate flux into pipe 
Calculate air temperature 
Define new boundary conditions 
Increment time step 
Let old soil temperature equal 
new soil temperature 
no 
System is off, check to see if 
system is to be turned on 
no 
yes 
Calculate soil temperature arotmd 
the i e 
Let old soil temperature equal 
new soil temperature 
Print temperature data 
Increment number of days system 
has been in use 
Check to see if simulation is over 
(End Program 
yes 
~ 
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Program Body and Subroutines 
A subroutine was written to load the values of the elements 
into the two matrices A and B. Both A and B were five line diagonal 
matrices. 
A standard subroutine, LINVlF, was used in solving the matrix 
equation, equation 3-11. It was obtained from the International 
Math and Statistics Library, supported by the IBM 360 computer. 
Before calculating the new temperatures of the nodes in the grid 
around the pipe, the program was designed to check to see if the 
coolant system was being used to cool air or if the coolant system 
was sitting stagnant. The program was designed to use the coolant 
tube for 12 hours during the day and to let the energy reservoir re-
charge for 12 hours during the night. 
New nodal temperatures were solved for in terms of previously 
determined nodal t ,emperatures at earlier time steps. This calcula-
tion was done for each of the 10 slabs along the pipe. 
The temperatures found from solving the matrix equation were 
used in a curve fitting sub-routine to estimate the best logarith-
mic temperature profile for the temperatures around the coolant 
tube . The energy flux at the pipe surface was calculated using 
Fourier 1 s Law of heat conduction once the temperature profile was 
known. A logarithmic temperature profile was assumed based on the 
results of information found in reference 8 and from a knowledge 
that many solutions to the steady state general energy conduction 
equation in cylindrical coordinates yield logarithmic solutions. 
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The temperature profile was assumed to be of the general form: 
u = a + b ln(x) (3-12) 
du 
The quantity - was found by d!fferentiating equation 3-12. The dx 
du 
quantity dx was evaluated at the surface of the pipe. These calcu-
lations yielded the equation: 
du 
dx = 
b (3-13) 
r 
where r was the radius of the pipe. The constant b was found from 
the equation: 
1 LU. ln x. - N E ln x. E 
b = 1 i r 1 ~(ln x.)2 - 1 (E ln x.)2 
i N 1 
u. 
1 (3-14) 
Equation 3-14 was obtained from reference 15 and is based on least 
square techniques for curve fitting. 
Only the nodes in the immediate vicinity of the coolant tube 
were used to estimate the temperature profile near the tube. The 
nodes chosen are shown in Figure 3-3. 
l,m-1 
Pipe 0 l,m l+l,m 
1,m+l 
Fig. 3-3. Nodes used to find dimensionless temperature pro-
file and heat flux. 
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Once the flux from the ground into the pipe was known, the 
change in air temperature due to the flux was calculated. As the 
air passed through one slab of earth, of thidc.ness ~z, the change 
in air temperature due to the flux was calculated using the, equation: 
Q dT 
-KA dx x r (3-15) 
After equation 3-15 was non-dimensionalized and rearranged, and 
solved for the air temperature leaving one slab, the equation be-
came: 
u = u + 
z+[lz z 
2nrzK 
m c p 
du 
dx x = r 
2nrzK The quantity was a dimensionless number which consisted 
m c p 
mostly of coolant tube related properties. It was given the name 
coolant tube number (Ct). The value of Ct was varied in order to 
evaluate the effect of pipe length and radius on the performance 
of a coolant tube. 
The air temperature leaving each pipe segment was calculated 
knowing the air temperature entering the pipe segment. The values 
of the air temperatures were stored and later printed. 
The first time the model was used, the air was cooled to the 
extent that the 2nd law of thermodynamics was violat,ed.. In other 
words, the conservation of energy principles used in determining 
the air temperature indicated that the ground could absorb so much 
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energy from the air, that the air could be cooled to below the grotmd 
temperature. To ensure that the air was not excessively cooled (2nd 
law violated), a conditional statement was used to set the air tem-
perature equal to the ground temperature if the predicted air tem-
perature was less than the ground temperature. This meant that the 
results of the air temperature calculations could obtain a Carnot 
value, rejecting energy with no temperature difference. This was a 
non-conservative assumption. 
Different boundary conditions were used for different situa-
tions studied. The boundary condition that applied when the sur-
face temperature effects were being ignored was that the ground 
temperature adjacent to the coolant tube was dependent on the air 
temperature in the tube. After the air temperature in the pipe was 
calculated, it was assumed that the soil temperature adjacent to 
the tube was the same as the air temperature in the tube. 
When the ground surface temperature was significant, a value 
of ground SJrface temperature was assigned. The ground surface 
temperature was assumed to vary sinusoidally over a 24 hour period. 
The surface temperature was calculated using the equation: 
u = 0.5 Sin (nt) + 0.5 Sin ( 2TI ~6~ays) (3-18) 
Equation 3-18 was formulated so that the grotllld surface temperature 
would vary between 0.0 and 1.0 on the hottest day of the summer and 
between 0.0 and -1.0 on the coldest day of winter. 
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At the end of each series of calculations, the time variables 
were then incremented and the it,erative process restarted if the 
entire simulation was not over. If the coolant tube had reached 
the end of a 12 hour period of operation,. the program would ~ change 
to a new mode of operation (if the coolant tube had been in use, 
it was turned off, or if it had been sitting stagnant, it was turned 
on), and output data was printed. 
The following information was obtained as output from the sim-
ulation model: 
1. time of day 
2. day of simulation 
3. air temperatures along the length of the pipe 
4. soil temperature armmd the pipe 
a. at the pipe entrance 
b. at the pipe exit 
Selection of Properties and Dimensions 
Table 3-1 includes the thermophysical properties and dimensions 
used in the coolant tube model. 
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TABLE 3-1 
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND DIMENSIONS 
Thermophysical Low Nominal I High References Property or Value Value Value and Notes Dimension 
p (lbm/ ft 3) 70 100 130 Ref. 16 s 
cPs (Btu/lbm-F) 0.175 Ref. 16 
K (Btu/hr-ft-F) 0.50 1.0 1.5 Ref. 16 s 
X oo (ft) 1 Note 1 
too (hr) 12 Note 2 
6x (unit less) 1 
/jt (unit less) 0.0417 0.1667 
Cl. (ft 2 /hr) 0.02198 0.05714 0.12245 Note 3 
F (unitless) 0.68055 
0 
1. 4583 3. 7913 Note 4 
SP (unit less) o. 04 396 0.14288 0.2449 Note 5 
0.02859 
/.. (unit less) 0.75 Note 6 
o. 944 
r (ft) 0.25 o . 5 LO Ref. 3,4,5 
v (ft/sec) 1.0 4.0 8.0 I Ref. 3,4,5 a 
K (Bt u/hr-ft-F) 0.01516 Ref. 17 a 
Pa (lbm/ ft 3) 0.0735 Ref. 17 
Cpa (Btu/ lbm-F) 0.2402 Ref. 17 
2 0.5 1.0 2.5 Ref. 3, 4, 18 hf .l (Btu/lbm-ft -F) 1 m 
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TABLE 3-1 (Continued) 
m 
A 
(lbm/hr) 
(ft2 ) 
6z (unit less) 
(unit less) 
52 
0.1963 
0.0787 
Biot (unitless) 1.0 
NOTES: 
831 
0. 7853 
10 
0.1574 
1.0 I I 
6650 Note 7 
3.1416 N~ote 8 
0.2361 Note 9 
1. 667 Note 10 
1. The standard length, x 00 , was picked to be 1 foot. This was so 
the node system would be 5 feet wide. From experimental data 
(5), it was shown that the soil temperature 5 feet from the pipe 
should not be affected by the pipe. 
2. The standard time, t
00
, was picked as 12 hours or 1/2 day for 
simplicity in calculations. The coolant tube was simulated 12 
hours on and 12 hours off. 
3. The thermal diffusivity was calculated from the equation: 
Ct 
4. The Fourier number was calculated from the equation: 
F 
0 
2 pc x p 00 
t K 
0 
(3-19) 
(3-20) 
5. The dimensionless quantity SP (Soil Property Number) was calcu-
lated from the equation: 
SP 
The first nominal value for SP was obtained for a 2 hour time 
step. The second nominal value was for a 1/2 hour time step. 
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6. The stability factor (A) was needed to det 1ermine if the selection 
of thermophysical properties and dimensions would yield a stable 
solution when used in the mathematical model. Reference 13 stated 
that if A is calculated using ,equation 3-22 and if it has a 
value greater than zero and less than on,e, the solution would be 
stable. 
1 SP 
1 + SP 
7. The air mass flow rate was calculated using th ie equation: 
m = p VA 
a a a 
8. The area of the pipe was calculated using the equation: 
A = nr2 
(3-22) 
(3-23) 
(3-24) 
9. The dimensionless number Ct (sometimes referred to as DIM2) 
was calculated using the equation: 
(3-25) 
10. The dimensionless Biot number was calculated using the equation: 
Biot = (3-26) 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF SIMULATION 
This chapter will present and explain the results of the com-
puter study described in Chapter III. The results will be discussed 
by examining the following topics: (1) the effect of time on the 
capacity of a coolant tube to cool air, (2) the effect of coolant 
tube and soil parameters on a coolant tube's performance, and (3) 
discussion of the model's potential to analyze an entire season of 
coolant tube use. 
The Effect of Time on a Coolant Tube 
One of the important considerations that should be accotmted 
for by coolant tube designers is determination of the time it will 
take tmtil the soil around a coolant tube can no longer absorb en-
ergy from the air in the pipe. Of equal concern is whether the en-
ergy sink around the tube can recharge itself when a coolant tube 
is used for a few hours during the day when cooling is needed, and 
then allowed to sit stagnant. These concerns will be discussed in 
this section of Chapter IV. 
Two computer simulations were conducte.d to answer the above 
questions. The results of the first simulation are shown in Figures 
4-1 and 4-2. Figure 4-1 demonstrates that the ability of the cool-
ant tube t:o cool air deteriorates with time. Figure 4-2 shows that 
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u 
· Ct 0.-1574 
0 
z 
Fig. 4-1. Air temperature as a function of position and time 
(constant inlet air temperature). 
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. ·.f- -Bll--~--------~~-~1'99-lilMlllmlim ______ __ 
' SP = 0.14288 Before system 
turned off 
CE .. b.1574. 
-------- Before system 
turned on 
u 
0 
y 
Fig. 4-2. Soil temperature as a ftmction of depth and time 
(constant inlet air temperature). 
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the soil close to the pipe is able to recharge itself by a limited 
amount if the tube is left unused for a short p 1eriod of time (12 
hours). 
To help interpret the figures of this chapter, example, problems 
will be worked. Example 1 is found in Table 4-1. 
Similar calculations to those found in Example 1 were performed 
for various numbers of days of coolant tube operation. The results 
are graphed in Figure 4-3. From Figure 4-3 and Example 1, it can 
be seen that the coolant tube's ability to cool air decreased from 
0.132 tons to 0.097 tons of refrigeration over the one month time 
period, a decrease of 2 7% . 
From Figure 4-2, it can be seen that the soil close to the tube 
recharges itself during the 12 hour time period when the coolant 
tube was not being used; however, seasonally the soil around the 
cool.ant tube was slowly warmed up and would eventually not serve as 
an appropriate energy sink. It is interesting to note that the en-
ergy reservoir around the tube recharges itself after the 30th day 
as much as it does after 5 days. 
In an attempt to evaluate if a coolant tube would be able to 
provide cooling for an entire season under more realistic air tem-
peratures (in the first case studied, the inlet air temperature was 
assumed to be a constant maximum value), a four month simulation was 
performed where the inlet air temperature varied sinusoidally 
throughout the day. Figure 4-4 illustrates how the inlet air tem-
perature varied with respect to time. 
LOCATION: 
SOIL TEMPERATURE: 
AIR ENTERING TKMPERATURE: 
DATE: 
MASS FLOW RATE: 
c : p 
From Figure 4-1: 
From Equation 3-3: 
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TABLE 4-1 
EXAMPLE 1 
Orlando, Florida 
70°F 
90°F 
5 and 30 days 
831 lbm/hr 
0 ,. 24.02 Btu/lbm-F 
u. = 1. 0 
in 
u = 0.60299 
out 
T - u(T -T ) + T = 0.60299 (90-70) 
out o 00 o 
+ 70 = 82.06°F 
Q mcp (Tout - Tin) 
= 831 lbm/hr (0.2402 Btu/lbm-F)x 
(90 - 62 .. 2) 
Q = 1585 Btu/hr 
Equivalent to 0.132 tons of refrigeration after 5 days of opertion 
O. 097 tons of refrigeration were · provided after 
30 days of operation 
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Fig. 4-3. Results of Example 1. 
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Fig. 4-4. Inlet air temperature as a function of time . 
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Figures 4-5 and 4-6 illustrate how the air and soil temperatures 
varied with respect to time. It can be seen from Figure 4-5 that 
the soil around the coolant tube is almost completely saturated at 
the end of 4 months, and that after 90 days, the soil near the en-
trance. to the tube becomes so warm during the hot part of the day 
that the air entering the tube during the later, cooler time of the 
day (shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6) is first warmed, and then cooled 
by the soil. 
A second example, Example 2, is presented in Table 4-2 to il-
lustrate the significance of the data in Figure 4-5. 
On the basis of the simulations conducted, it can be concluded 
that a coolant tube could provide cooling, even after four months 
of use. After 4 months of use, with the soil in the saturated 
condition (so warm that it could no longer cool air), the energy 
reservoir would be in an ideal condition to begin a winter season 
where the soil would be used to warm cool air. After using the sys-
tem during the winter months to warm air, the energy reservoir 
would be left in a condition where the dimensionless soil temperature 
would be less than that for undisturbed soil. The energy reservoir 
would be in an ideal condition to begin a season of cooling the 
pipe air. 
In interpreting the results of Example 2, it should be noted 
that the information used was not at the time when coolant tube 
performance was a maximum, but at a time soon before the coolant 
tube was to be turned off when the soil conditions were an extreme 
due to 12 hours of system use. 
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Fig. 4-5. Air temperature as a function of position and time 
(varying inlet air temperature). 
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Fig. ,4-6. Soil temperature as a function of depth and time 
(varying inlet air temperature). 
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TABLE 2 
EXAMPLE 2 
LOCATION: Orlando, Florida 
SOIL TKMPERATURE: 70°F 
AIR ENTERING TEMPERATURE: 90°F 
MASS FLOW RATE: 831 lbm/hr 
c : 0. 2402 Btu/lbm-F p 
From Figure 4-5: 
From equation 3-3: 
u = 7.5 in 
uout = variable 
T = u(T - T ) + T 
0 00 0 
Q me (T t - T. ) p OU ln 
The rate of energy transfer (Q) 
days of coolant tube operation. 
in Figure 4-7. 
was calculated for various 
The results are graphed 
Effect of Coolant Tube Dimensions and Soil 
Parameters on Coolant Tube Performance 
It was desired to understand how coolant tube dimensions and 
soil parameters affected the performance of a coolant tube. In or-
der to understand the effects of soil parameters and tube dimen-
sions, several different types of simulations were conducted. The 
studies will be discussed by addressing the three areas: (1) soil 
parameters, (2) coolant tube dimensions, and (3) coolant tube depth. 
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Fig. 4-7. Results of Example 2. 
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Soil Parameters 
The Fourier number (F ), which is a combination of the soil 
0 
properties, reference time, and reference distance, was varied to 
observe the effects of varying soil parameters on the ability of a 
coolant tube to cool air. In the program the soil property number 
(SP), which was a combination of F , the dimensionless time step 
0 
and nodal spacing~ was varied during different simulations. Figure 
4-8 illustrates the effect of the variable SP on the coolant tube 
performance (tube exit temperature). 
Calculations for Orlando, Florida similar to those found in 
Examples I and 2 were conducted using the data in Figure 4 ·-8. The 
rate of energy transfer as a function of SP is graphed in Figure 
4-8. 
From both Figures 4-8 and 4-9, it can be seen that decreasing 
the Soil Property Number (SP) increases the performance of a coolant 
tube. The Soil Prop.erty Number will be examined to determine the 
effect of coolant tube parameters on tube effectiveness. Recall 
that: 
F 
0 
SP -
~t 
F /),x2 
0 
c 2 ps Ps xoo 
t K 
00 s 
(4-1) 
(4-2) 
To obtain a small SP, a large F is desired. Time and posi-
o 
tion were fixed variables in the simulation; therefore, only the 
1 
u 
0 
·- + - -
I 
50 
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Fig. 4-8. Air temperature as a function of position and soil 
property number (constant inlet ai.r temperature, after 30 days). 
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Fig. 4-9. Rate of energy transfer as a function of soil pro-
perty number (SP). 
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effect of varying soil properties will be studied. The coolant 
tube performance could be increased by making the following para-
meter changes (they would make SP smaller): 
1. increase soil density ( ps) 
2. increase soil specific heat capacity (c ) 
Ps 
3. decrease soil thermal conductivity (K ) 
s 
The results of the simulation indicate that the above listed 
changes will increase coolant tube performance. Physically, in-
creasing soil density and specific heat capacity increases the to-
tal amount of energy that the soil can absorb. This is desirable 
and should increase the coolant tube's performance. The physical 
significanc,e of decreasing the soil thermal conductivity is more 
difficult to understand. One possible explanation is that soil 
with a low thermal conductivity slows the process of the soil ab-
sorbing the energy from the air, thus increasing the usable time 
of the coolant tube. The importance of soil thermal conductivity 
will be discussed more later in this paper. 
Effect of Coolant Tube Dimensions on 
Coolant Tube Performance 
In the simulation, the dimensionless number, Ct (coolant tube 
number), was used in calculating air temperatures in the tube. 
C was a variable that represented the tube dimensions and air mass 
t 
flow rate. 
c 
t 
2n r llzK 
s 
. 
mcpa 
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Figures 4-10 and 4-11 illustrate the effect of Ct on coolant 
tube performance. In Figure 4-10 ,, pipe length is assumed to be 
held constant. From Figure 4-10, it can be seen that increasing 
C increases coolant tube performance. For constant tube iength~ 
t 
Ct could be increased by increasing pipe radius or decreasing air 
mass flow rate. 
Figure 4-12 assumes pipe radius is constant, and only pipe 
length is varied. Figure 4-12 indicates that a shorter pipe is more 
effective than a long pipe which was also noted by the Princeton 
Group in their paper (3). 
Calculations similar to Examples 1 and 2 were performed to de-
termine the rate of energy transfer as a function of Ct. Figure 
4-12 presents the results. 
From Figure 4-12, it can be seen that increasing Ct increases 
the performance of a coolant tube. From equation 4-3, it can be 
seen that Ct can be made larger by making the following changes: 
1. increasing pipe radius (r) 
2. increasing pipe length (6z) 
3. increasing soil thermal conductivity (K ) 
s 
4. decr,easing mass flow rate 
The physical significance of the above changes are that in-
creasing the pipe length or radius increases the heat transfer 
area between the soil and the air. It appears that increasing the 
soil thermal conductivity would lead to better tube performance. 
This is the exact opposite of the effect seen when the Soil Prop,erty 
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Fig. 4-10. Air temperature as a function of position and Ct 
(constant pipe length and inlet air temperature) after 30 days of 
operation. 
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Fig. 4-11. Air temperature as a function of position and Ct 
(constant pipe diame~er and air temperature) after 30 days of 
operation. 
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Fig. 4-12. Rate of energy transfer as a function of Ct. 
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Number in Figure 4-9 was varied. It appears that high soil thermal 
conductivities have both positive and negative effects on tube per-
formance. 
Simulations were performed to help understand the eff~ct of 
varying soil thermal conductivity. The results are presented in 
Figure 4-13. Recall that from Figure 4-9 it was concluded that de-
creasing thermal conductivity (SP decrease) led to an increase in 
tube performance and from Figure 4-12 that increasing thermal con-
ductivity (Ct increasing) also led to increased tube performance. 
Is the role of thermal conductivity more dominant in the Soil Pro-
perty Number, or the Coolant Tube Number? Figure 4-13 indicates 
that increasing the thermal conductivity in both SP and Ct caused 
a decrease in coolant tube performance. This indicates that having 
an optimum thermal conductivity in the Soil Property Number is .. most 
important, and that thermal conductivity plays a minor role in the 
Coolant Tube Number. 
Coolant Tube Depth 
To understand the importance of coolant tube depth, the effect 
of the ground surface conditions on the coolant tube needed to be 
included in the model. The model was modified to include soil sur-
face temperature and the tube inlet temperature variations as shown 
in Figure 4-14. The depth of the pipe was varied from 5 feet deep 
to 15 feet deep . The results of the simulation are illustrated 
in Figure 4-14 and 4-15. 
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Fig. 4-13. Air temperature as a function of position and soil 
properties (constant inlet air temperature) 
NOTE: 1. SP = 0.04396 ct = 0.0787 
2 .. SP = 0. 14288 ct - 0.1574 
3. SP' = 0.2449 ct = 0.2361 
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F.ig. 4-14. Air temperature as a function of position and tube 
depth (varying inlet temperature after 30 days). 
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Fig. 4-15. Soil temperature as a function of depth and cool 
ant tube depth (varying inlet temperature, .after 30 days). 
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Figure 4-14 indicates that the 5 foot deep coolant tube would 
perform better than the 15 foot deep coolant tube; however, the dif-
ference in cooling caused by varying tube depth is very small and 
less than 2%. Figure 4-15 gives insight into what might caus,e the 
shallower tube to appear to perform better. 
From Figure 4-15, it can be seen that during the stagnant time 
period (coolant tube not in use) the soil around the coolant tube, 
as well as the soil close to the ground surface is cooled. Because 
the shallower tube is closer to the surface, it may be that the cool-
ing of the ground surface affects the shallow coolant tube more than 
it affects deeper tubes.. This would lead to better performance for 
the shallower tube; however, this would only be the case if the aver-
age soil temperature between the pipe and ground surface was greatier 
than the average environmental air temperature. From Figure 4-15, 
it can be seen that the av,erage air temperature is greater than the 
soil temperature so there must be some other explanation of the 
results. The boundary condition on the bottom edge of the nodal 
system forced the temperature gradient on that edge to be zero. 
This is seen in Figure 4-15. Because of this boundary condition, 
non-uniform temperature profiles below the tubes were generated for 
the three cases studied. Because all three tubes would see an in-
finite surrounding below them, the temperature profiles below the 
coolant tubes should have been uniform for the different depths of 
tubes. 
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Another explanation to the phenomena could be the selection of 
soil properties for the simulation. In an actual coolant tube sys-
tem, as the tube depth increases, the moisture content and, thus, 
the specific heat capacity (c ) and the density (ps) of the soil in-p 
creases. As seen in the discussion of the importance of SP, in-
creasing c and p would lead to better tube performance. In the p 
simulation, the soil properties were assumed to be the same for all 
depths. Thus, the advantage held by the deeper tube due to its more 
ideal soil properties was not considered. This could explain why 
the model did not predict better performance of the deeper tube 
compared to that of the shallower tube. 
A point of interest that has not been discussed yet, but that 
should be noted, is the change in temperature profiles in the soil 
around the coolant tube from the inlet of the tube to the tube exit. 
Figure 4-16 illustrates how the soil temperature changes. The soil 
near the entrance to the coolant tube is affected more by the air 
than the soil near the exit of the tube. 
One Year Simulation 
An attempt was made to simulate an entire year of coolant tube 
performance. For this simulation, the air and ground surface tem-
peratures would need to vary both seasonally and daily. It was 
determined that the mathematical model would have to be modified 
so that it would simulate an entire year of coolant tube operation. 
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Fig. 4--16. Soil temperature as a function of depth and length 
(after 30 days). 
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One of the key elements in the model was the curv1e fitting of 
the temperature profile in order to obtain the temperature gradient 
and thus the energy flux. A logarithmic temperature profile was 
assumed for the curve fitting process. The assumption of Cl logarith-
mic temperature profile yielded accurate results if the air in the 
coolant tube was being warmed or cooled; however, when both pheno-
mena occurred in rapid succession, the logarithmic curve fit could 
not accurately fit the data. A quadratic curve fit might be neces-
sary here to yield usable information over a one year period. 
CHAPTER V 
CO:MPARISON WITH AVAILABLE MODELS AND DATA 
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the different cool-
ant tube models to see how well they can predict the performance of 
a coolant tube system and to estimate the economic feasibility of 
a coolant tube. 
Comparison of Different Models 
The different models proposed for estimating the performance 
of a coolant tube system, references 2, 3, and 4, and the model 
proposed by this paper will be compared with the experiment al data 
presented in reference 5. Reference 5 was picked as the standard 
of comparison because it had the only experimental data available. 
The difficulty in comparing the different models came in find-
ing some common ground on which they could be compared. Each 
model presented some unique aspect of coolant tube operation. It 
was determined that all models except (3) could be used to predict 
the rate of energy transfer to the soil for different air mass flow 
rates in the pipe. The results of these predictions are presented 
in Figure 5-1. The important variable used in the calculations, 
obtained from reference 5, are listed below: 
1. pipe diameter 21 inches 
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data. 
Comparison of different models with experimental 
2. pipe length 
3. initial soil temperature 
4. initial air temperature 
5. soil thermal conductivity 
6. air specific heat capacity 
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100 feet 
71°F 
81°F 
0.84 Btu/hr-ft-F 
0. 24 Btu/lbm-F 
The coolant tube data (Figure 5-1) seemed to be best approxi-
mated by the simple equations presented by Jan F. Kreider (2), 
which were presented in Chapter II. The two, more complex, computer 
models do a fair job of predicting the coolant tube performance at 
low mass flow rates; however, at higher mass flow rates, as much as 
50% error is encountered. Both computer models illustrate the ef-
fect of time on the capacity of a coolant tube to cool air. The 
Kreider equation has no time dependence. It is \ID.known how long 
the coolant tube tested in reference 5 had been in operation be-
fore the data was measured. It is possible that the coolant tube 
had been sitting stagnant for a long period of time and that data 
was taken when the system was first turned on. If this is the case, 
the computer models may be more accurate than it may initially ap-
pear. 
In conclusion, the easiest method for predicting the perfor-
mance of a coolant tube would be to use the equations proposed by 
Jan F. Kreider (2); however, the model proposed by this paper is 
more useful when the deterioration due to time or surf ace condi-
tions needs to be understood. 
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Economic Considerations 
A simple economic study was done to estimate the feasibility 
of using a coolant tube system. It was assumed that a one foot dia-
meter, one htmdred foot long coolant tube could provide one-sixth 
ton of refrigeration. A sewer contractor in Orlando, Florida (19) 
was consu;l.ted to estimate the cost of buying and installing 600 
feet of pipe (enough to provide 1 ton of refrigeration). The con-
tractor estimated the cost at about $12 to $14 per foot of pipe, 
or about $7800 for a one ton system. Estimates were made of the 
cost to blow air through the pipe. The cost was minimal and 
assumed to be negligible. 
Using a water cooled heat pump for house cooling, the capital 
investment for a 3 ton system would be $3,000. Operating and main-
tenance costs are estimated at about $30 with a cooling load of about 
2 tons. 
Ignoring the time value of money, the above findings indicate 
that it would take at least 13 years before the cost of installing 
the coolant tube would be equal to the cost of installing the heat 
pump plus its cost of operation. It is the author's opinion that 
at this time, it is not economically feasible to us 1e earth coolant 
tubes in most situations. Conventional methods of heating and cool-
ing air ar,e more economical. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the literature search that was performed, it was de-
termined that two aspects. of coolant tube operation had never been 
studied: (1) the effect of operating coolant tubes for long per-
iods of time and (2) the importance of coolant tube depth. In or-
der to address these two aspects, a computer simulation model was 
formulated. As a result of the computer simulation, it was con-
cluded that a coolant tube system could provide a significant 
amount of cooling or heating for long periods of time (as long as 
4 months). It was also concluded that for coolant tubes below 5 
feet deep, depth had little eff,ect on coolant tube performance: 
Another useful result of this thesis came from the comparison 
of the different models that have been proposed by other research-
eJ;s, for predicting coolant tube p,erformance, with a set of perfor-
mance data from an operating coolant tube. It was concluded that 
an accurate model for predicting coolant tube performance, when 
long term effects are not considered, was the model proposed by Jan 
F. Kreider (2). Kreider' s model is also the easiest to use, requir-
ing only a basic understanding of algebra. 
As a result of the study done, it was also concluded that a 
good rule of thumb for predicting coolant tube performance would 
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be that one, twelve inch diameter, one hundred foot long cool ant 
tube could provide about one-sixth of one ton of refrigeration, or 
the equivalent amount of heating, for an entire beating or cooling 
season. 
APPENDIX 
APPENDIX 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
List of symbols used: 
IDGT 
SP 
M 
N 
KDEEP 
RADIUS 
TIME 
DEL TT 
NCOUNT 
NDAY 
NDAYS 
BIOT 
DIM2 
UAIR 
UNEW 
UOLD 
A 
.B 
FLU:XX 
variable used in the subroutine LINVlF 
variable used to assign the elements of [A] and [BJ 
number of nodes 
number of perpendicular slabs 
depth of coolant tube 
pipe radius (ft) 
time counter 
time step 
counter used in printing data 
day counter 
number of days to be simulated 
Biot number 
ct (dimensionless number) 
air temperature array 
soil temperature array at new time step 
soil temperature array at old time step 
[A] 
[B] 
energy flux from the soil to the coolant tube 
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~AHi 
DI~E~SICN A<lO Q,lOO>t 8ClOOtlOO>tA2<100tl00) • cc100,100> 
OI~ENS!ON UOLOClOO,lO>t UNEWClOOtlO>, UAIR<lOlt FLUXXClO> 
Dl~E~SICN WKAREA <100> 
IDGT=O 
SP=0.14288 
M=lOO 
N=lO 
KOEEP=H1 
RAD!US=0.5 
TI~E=O.O 
DEL TT=O .16667 
NCCiUNT=l 
NOAY=O 
NOAYS::30 
BIOT=l.O 
OIH2=0.07735 
II=5•KDEEP+l 
B~r~<~~~~~o 
DO 2 I=ltM 
UOLOCI,J>=o.o 
2 UNEW<I,J>=o.o 
UOLD<II11>=l.O 
UAIR(l)::l.O 
CALL PLOT<NtMtUOLDtUAIRtTIMEtNDAY> 
NOAY = 1 
AA=l.0+4.0•SP 
AB=-SP 
BCA=-SP 
BA=l·0-4.0•SP 
BB=SP 
BCB:SP 
CALL LOAD <AtAA,ABtBCA> 
CALL LOAD <BtBAtBBtBCB> 
CALL LINV1F<AtMtMtA2tlDGTtWKAREAtIER> 
CALL MULT (M,A2tBtC> 
IF <TIME .GE. 1.0> GO TO 8 
CALL SOLVE <MtNtCtUOLDtUNEW> 
CALL FLUXCNtMtKDEEPtRADIUStUNEW,FLUXX> 
CALL TEMAIR<II!N~TIME,OIM2tUAIR,FLUXXtUNEW> 
CALL BOUNDl <KDEEPtNtBIOTtUA!R,UNEW,FlUXX> 
TI ME=Til'lE+OEL TT 
00 5 K=ltM 
:oo 5 L=ltN 
S UOLDCK,L>=UNEW<Ktl> 
GO TO 4 
8 IF<NCOUNT •LT• S> GO TO 9 
CALL PLOT<NtMtUOLOtUAIRtTIMEtNDAY> 
c; IF <TIME .GE. 2.0) GO TO 11 
CALL SOLVE <MtNtCtUOLOtUNEW> 
TIME=TI,..E+DELTT 
DO 10 K=ltM 
DO 10 l=ltN 
10 UOLCfKtL>=UNEW<KtL> 
GO TO 9 
11 IF<NCOUNT .LT. 5) GO TO 13 
NCOUNT:: t' 
C~LL PLOT<N,H,UOLDtUAIR,TIMEtNDAY> 
13 NCC~NT=~COUNT+l 
IF <NDAY .GE. NOAYS> GO TO 12 
NOAY=NDAY + 1 
TI"4E = o.o 
GO lO 4 
12 CONTINUE 
STCF 
ENC 
711: 
71 :: 
720 
72 5 
LO..\ '.) 
~ uc~CUT I ~ L 6f <Z ,AA,9 e . 9C ) 
'.l 1~ :\~! ~ Z< oa , ~o> 
DO 7 0 5 I=l• l :J 
r.o 7 (1': J=1,1 ... 
zcr,J>= o . o 
zcr,r>= .A .A QO 710 I=1 , 9ci 
l l=I +l 
ZCI,Il>= !:!R 
2CI1.I>= e9 
('(l 71 5 r=1, 0 :: 
I5=I+5 
Z<It15>=ec:: 
zn::.r>= ee 
CCI 720 I=s,:;c:, 5 
Il-=1•1 
Z<Itll>= :J . O 
Z<IltI>=a.o 
DO 72 5 l=l,961':: 
Il= I +l 
Z<Itll>=Z<I1Il>+BC 
DO 7~0 1=1•5 
J9<j=I+55 
Z<I,I>=Z<I,I>+ BC 
zcr~::.I9~>=ZCI95tI95>•3C 
DO 735 I=51l'JOt~ 
ZClt!>=Z<I1J>•~C 
CONTINUE 
PETUPf\' 
ENC 
"'ULT 
SUBRGUTI~~ ~ULT <~1A21A1C> 
DI~~ N~ ION ~ 2(1 0~ t1J~>. ACl QQ ,l !JC ), cc1 oc ,1 00 > 
DO 74 S I=l •"' 
DO 74 5 J=l,I" 
74': C<I,J>=G.C 
QC 750 I=l,"1 
DO 75· J=lt~ 
DC. 75:J K=l•~ 
750 ccr,J>=.A 2 <11K>•ACK,J)+CCl,J) 
75 1 COl\TINUE 
PETLR!\I 
E NC 
50LV::: 
sueQOUTill.J~ SOLV~ c~, N ,C,U O L J ,UN~W) 
Dl~ENSICN cc1oc,100>. UOLDClO!J,10 ,, UN~W<l00,10> 
DO 760 I=l, 11.J 
D 0 1 6 'J J = 1 , t-\ 
760 UNEWCJ,I>=o.o 
DO 791'.! I=l , N 
'DO 77 ') J=l•"' 
00 770 K=l tM 
770 UN ~W CJ1I>=C<J1~>•U J LOCK1Il+U!\IEW<J1I> 
7elJ COl\ TI NU E 
Rfl t.:RN 
Er C 
""LUI< 75 
SUB 0 0UT NE FLUX < N ,~,~DEEP, RA~IUStTNEWtFLUXX> 
DI~ENSICN TN£W<l:~,lO>, FLUXXClO>, XCS> 
DELTX = 1.0 
K~=<~DEEP• S . O> •l. 
Kl:t<l( -1 () 
I<?.: l<K-9 
K~=KK-5 
K4:l<K-4 
1<5=KK-3 
Kf,:KK+l 
K7=1<K•2 
KR:KK•S 
K5=t<K•6 
Kl0=KK•7 
Kll=KK+lO 
Kl2=KK•ll 
X<l>=l.'.;•C'ELTX 
XC 2 >=~. ·J•D: LTX 
XC3>=5QRTC2.0•0ELTX••2> 
X(4):SQRTCDELTX••2•<DELTX•2.Q)••2) 
Cl=3•ALCGCX<l>l•3•ALOGlXC2))+2•ALQG(XC3))•~•ALOG<XC-)) 
C +AltGC?AO!US> 
C 2 = :! • < C A'L 0 G < X < 1 ) l l • • 2 ) + 3 • < <AL 0 G C '< < 2) ) ) • • .2) + 2 • ( CAL 0 G ( )( ( 3 ) ) ) • * 2 J 
C +4•((Al0GlXC4l))••2>•CALOGC~AD!US>J••2 
'.)n 590 I=l •111 
C3=T~:::YCKlt~)+TNEWCK2,~l•T~~WCK3,N>•T~EWCK4,N>•TNEW<K5,N) 
c • T ~ ':: w ( K 5 • ~· ) + T ~::: w ( K 7 ' ~ ) + T "I:::- w ( K ~ 'N ) + T llJE w ( I( 9 • N ) + TIN[ w ( Kl 0 ' I ) 
C +T~EW<KlltN>•TNEwCK12tN>+TNEY<KKtN> 
C4=T~~WCKltN>•A L OGCX<2J>•TNEWCK2tN>•ALOG<XC4)J 
C +T~EWCK3,~)•A'LOGCXCl>>•T~EWCK4,N>•ALOG <XC3>> 
C •T~EWCK~tNl•ALOGCX(4)J•TNEWCK6tNl•ALOG<X<l>> 
C +T NEW CK7,N)•AL 0G CX<2>>•TNEWCK 8 tN>•ALOGCXC1)) 
C •T~~WC~9,~)•aLQGCXC3>>+TN~W<K10tN>•ALOGCX(4)) 
C +T ~ E~CKll.N)•ALOG<KC~))+TNEWCK12tN>•ALOGC KC4)) 
C +Tf\EWCK~tNl•AL~GCQACIUS> 
DU~~Y=<C4 -C Cl•C3/13.0>>ICC2-Cl••2.0/13.0> 
59C "'LU)()(( I >=DUMMY/ 0 .Al)IUS 
RE T t.:~ ·~ 
2GOO 
4 (' 0 c 
E ~J(' 
TEMAiq 
SU B~OUTIN E TE~ATRCiltNtTIMEtDIM2,UAJR,FLUXX,UNE~> 
OI~EN3Ir UAIP<lO>,FLUXXCl~),UNEW<lOOtlO> 
UAIR<ll=l.C 
DO ;:or:.io I=2tN 
~~f~tl>=UAI~fJl+DI~2•FLUXXCll 
!F(U!\lRCI>.LT.UlllEWCiltI>> UAIRCI>=UNEW<IItil 
CCll\Til'!UE 
RE T L:R N 
EMC 
110u·o1 
SUPROUTIN~ QQU~~l CK OE~o,N , BIOT ,UAI R t UNEWtFLUXX) 
OI~EN71CN-UAIP<10>t UNEWClQO,lOlt FLUXX<lO> 
I1 =::•KC::'. ': 0 +1 
DO 4000 I=ltN 
UNE~<!ItI>=UiI~<I> 
COf\TI~UE 
RETL:RN 
El\C 
lOPO 
1C9~ 
1100 
11".11 
110 2 
1103 
110 4 
l lCS 
110~ 
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0 LCT 
SUCRCUTl ~ PLCTCN,~.UCLDtUA[R,TIM-,NOAY> 
CJllft\~I · UGLDClCOtlJ> , UA! 1Ul0> pi;rr-..r i1.;i:, T!"E 
pc- rr-..r i1:i1, "JJAY 
PC:J T 11(1 2 
DC' lOllC I=l• 
PPI T 11 03 t It UAJq(ll 
per T 11Cl4 
P>?Jl\T 110= (10 !0 '3G I=l•"'•'= 
J=!•4 
P~lr-..T llOf , C UOL~C~ tl>, K=I,J>,CUOLDCLtS>tL=ItJ> 
F0qllATC'l'• gx,•TH~ TIME rs•,1ox,F4.l) 
FQO~ATClOX,•T~E D4Y rs•,11x,r3,//) 
F ~? ~Arc1cx, 1 r~E Aro TEUP[qAruqE IN THE PIPE Is•,1> 
FOP~ATC20X,I3 tl OX,Fl0 . 5> 
FOR~ATC//,1ax, 1 THE ~OIL TEMPERATURE AROUND THE PIPE rs•,/) 
FOP~ATClOX1'PIPf E"JT~R,~CE• , 2~X,•END OF PIPE•> 
FORl"ATC10Xt3CSCFS.3t2X> ,4 )() > 
PE TURN 
E C 
77 
Dl,..ENSION AllOOtlOO>, BC100 tlOO>tA2<100tl OO > t cc100.100> 
DlKEN5ION UOLDCl00,10>, UN[WClOOtlO>• UAIR<lOlt FLUXXCIO> 
DIMENSION WKAREA ClOO> 
IDGT=O 
SP=0.1'+288 
M=lDO 
I~ ::: 1 0 
KDEEP=l O QAOIUS:::Q.5 
TIHr::::o .. o 
DELTT=D.16b67 
NCOUNT=l 
ND~Y=O 
NDAYS=~D 
8IOT=l·~ 
DIM2:::D.157'1 
Il=S•K DE.EP+l 
DO 2 .J=l•N 
UAIRCJ>=O.O 
DO 2 1::1,11 
UOLD<I.Jl:O.O 
2 UNE~<I,J>=o.o 
IJOLDC I It 1 >=le 0 
UAIRCl>=l.O 
CALL PLOTC~tMtUOLDtUAIRtTIME,NDAY> 
ND A Y = 1 
AA:::l.O+'f.O•SP 
AA=-SF 
BC A=- SP 
RA:l.0-4.0•SP 
BR=SP 
8 C8 = SP 
CALL L UAD <AtAAtABt8CA> 
CALL LOA D ce,BAt88, BC8} 
CALL Ll VlF<AtMtMtA2tIDGTtWKAREAtlER> 
CALL MULT <MtA2tBtC> 
4 IF <TIME .GE. l·D> GO TO 8 
CALL SOLVE CMtNtC•UOLOtUNEW> 
CALL FLUX<~tMt~DEEP,RADIUS,UNEWtFLUXX> 
CALL TEMAIRCII,NtTIME,UI~2tUAIRtFLUXXtUNEW> 
CALL BOUND2 CTIMEtlltNtBIOT,UAIRtUNEWtFLUX> 
- TIM£=TI~E+DELTT 
DO 5 K=ltM 
DO 5 L=ltN 
5 UOLD<KtL>=UNEW<KtL> 
GO TO 4 
P IFCNCOUNT .LT. ~) GO TO~ 
CALL PLOT<~t~tUOLDtUAIRtTlMEtNDAY> 
9 IF <TIM[ .GE.. 2.0> GO TO 11 
CALL SOLVE fM•N•CtUOLDtUNE~> 
CALL BOUND2 (llMEtlitNtBIOTtUAIRtUNEW1FLUX> 
TIME=Til':[+D£L TT 
DO 10 t<=ltM 
DO 10 L=l, .'J 
l C UOLDCK,L>=UNfWt~,L> 
GO TO 9 
11 IF<NCOUNT .LT. 5> GO TO 13 
t C OUIJT = 0 
C~Ll PLOTC~,H,UOLOtUAIR,TIME,NDAY> 
13 NCOUNT=NCOUNT•l 
IF rnD!Y .Gr. riDAYS> co TO 12 
.,,D.t Y= ND AY + 1 
TI" c- = C: . IJ 
Gn T '1 .:. 
1 2 ~ C 'iltJU" 
2 G i. 0 
4COO 
41 0 0 
42 .. c 
43 00 
S T il F 
~~; ~ 
TEl'1AJP. 
'U~ROUTINE TEMAI P. ClltNtTIME,OIM 2 tUAIRtFLUXXtUNl~> fiI~l~SlON UAIR<lO>tFLUXX<lO>,UN(~<l00,10> 
UAIR<l>=0.5•0.5•SINC3.lq•TIM£> 
DO 2000 I=2•N 
d~lR~I>=UAIRCJ>•DI~2*FLUXX<I> tFCUAl R Cl>•LT.U~EWCll1I>> UAIRCI>=UNE.W<lltl> 
cc1n1 NUE 
?ETUR 
END 
l:)OU11102 
~ U ""· KOUT I E t-OU • IJ2 <1I~E•!lt 1 ,tHOT tUAIRtUNEWtt-LUXXJ j I :·: [. S l C !\ - U A I R C 1 C > , U tJ [ W < l 0 u • 1 0 1 t F L U X X < l 0 > 
UAJP<l>=0.5+0.5•~1NC3.14•TIME> 
IF<TlME .GT. 1. C> GC TO 410 0 
D C 'I 0 0 0 I = 1 • ~! 
UNEWClltl>=uAIRCI> 
GO TO 4300 
O 4 2 !l l! I = 1 • I~ 
DO 420 0 J=lt5 
UN(WCJ,I>=UAIR<l> 
CO ' TINUE 
~!:TUP I 
~ Nu 
4 
5 
B 
9 
Til 
11 
13 
12 
2 J 0 I) 
2250 
2300 
4000 
-in-r.u 
42 00 
43 :i 0 
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(•l ''i E':SI O . .', 11 00 .l ~!l >t 9 <l OC ,l i3 >tA 2<100 tl OO> , C<lOOtlOOl 
(Jpr.Q rs TG1\ - ovCTJTl 0 0-tTO'Tt"Ul'i'Ellt 1 • u ) • AT RTTIJ r • F1. uxx c 1-U- J 
D I ~E SION ~~AR~ A <1 00 > 
ID GT: O 
S P -= O. 2£2J__fi 
.~
f\J = J 0 
KO[EP =l O 
RAOIUS=0 . 5 
llf'IL=O. O 
DELTT= 0 .3333't 
NCOUNT=l 
NDAY=O 
NOAYS -3 0 
BIOT=l.O 
D lfol2=0.1 5 7~ 
ll=5•K OEEP +l Do 2 J:I,N 
UAIP.CJ>=O. O 
00 2 l =l t f'1 
UOLOCI,J>=o.o 
oN:.wn ,J>=o.u -
uoLD< IIt l>=1.o 
UAI''<l>=l. O 
CALL PL OT<NtMtUOLDtUAIRtTIMEtNDAY> 
ND AT = 1 
AA:l.0+4.0•SP 
AB:-SP 
BCA=-SP 
SA-I. o-4. C•Sl'" 
BO =SP 
BCB:SP 
CALL LOA D (A,AAtAbtBCAl 
CALL LOAD <BtBAtBBtBCB> 
CALL LINVlF<AtMtMtA2tIDGTtWKAREAtlER> 
CALL MULT CMtA2tBtCl 
If <TJME .GE. 2.0> GO TO 11 
C~Ll SOLVE CM, NtCtOOLO,ONEWJ 
CALL fLUX< N ,M,KDEEPtRADIUS,UNE~tFLUX~> 
CALL TE~AI2 <TIMEtNOAY,DIM2,UAI R,UNEW,FLUXX> 
T~At=~?~~~5llf~E.NOAYtiltUAIRtU NE W> 
DO 5 K=ltM 
DO 5 L =1 t N 
~9~K~~ >=UNEWCKtL> 
If<NCOUNT .LT. ~Ol GO TO 9 
CALL PLOT<N,MtUOLOtUAIRtTIME•NDAY> 
IF (TIME .GE. 2.0> GO TO 11 
1:7tLL SOLVE rH,NtCtOOLO,ONEw> 
TIME=TIMt•DEL TT 
DO 1 0 K = 1 , l'1 
DO 10 L=l•N 
OOLOCK,l>=U-N_E_w-t-~~.-l-J 
GO TO ':l 
If<~COUNT .LT. 30) GO TO 13 
NCOUNT=O 
CALL PLOtlNtMtOOLOtOAIRttIREtNOAf> 
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+l 
IF <NDAY .GE. NDAYS) GO TO 12 
NDAY=NOAY + l 
11Mt.. =a.a 
GO TO 4 
CONTIN UE 
S TOP 
nro-
TE I'" t. I 2 
S l I i · f.I 0 IJ l I •• E T [ M I. I Z I T 111 [ , r, u t\ Y , D 1 M 2 t U .A l R t U t J E w t Fl U XX , 
P-P"ENSJ 01"1- UA r-q ( 1 0 ,,.-Fll.TX x ( ra19 "UNE11TTlrtT•TO r -----
\./0 PK :: o. o 
l I =51 
1; = l 0 
-UU "21llIT T :: 1 • .. 
~ D QK=~ J K • U~( \,.ICJI,I> 
F= J 
O[ T: WOkK IF ~r::-u-;-s;tSTWn-;·-r4 .-no AY • 2-. on-6"5 +ll-. • STN r • ·-rrMn 
IF <DET .GT. UAIR<l>> GO TO 2200 
00 205 G 1:2, N 
J=I-1 ~I I< l I> - U1ITPTJ1 -;..-UTPi2"A1fS C FLUXX"m 1 
IF<UAJQ(fl .LT• U NE~ <IItI>> UAIR<I>=UNEl,.IClltl> 
GO TO 2300 
OD 2250 J:: 2 ,~ 
J-I-1 UAIR(l>=UAIRCJ>+OIM2•ABSCFLUXX<l>> 
IFCUAIP.<I> .GT. UNEl,.l<lltl>> UAIR<I>=UNEW<Iltl> 
CONTINUE 
REI Oi<N 
ENCJ 
50UND3 
sue OUTI E uau~D 3 <TI~ E . ~DAY ,II. UAIR tU NEW > 
DIMENSION OPlklIOJ, UNLw<laU,IOJ 
!)O 4 000 I=l t ~ 
U~ EW <I It I>= UA I R\ I> U A IR ( 1 > = 0. c; •SI •1 C 3 .1 if • ND A Y • 2. 0 I .3 6 5 > + 0 • 5 •SI N ( 3 • 14 • l_! ME> 
'.:" j 42 00 J=1 , _, - ---
l11Jr:l.! < J . l > =JAI RC 1 > 
CO HI. u:: 
P~TURI 
l:NU-
THE Til"IE IS 
THE DAY IS 
THE ~IP TEMPERA TUR[ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0 
THE SOIL T£MPEPATURE 
PIPE E NTERANCE 
0. 2 37 o. 2 37 0.237 
0.241 0.241 (l • 24 l 
c.2so o.2so C.249 
(I. 262 C.262 0.262 
0.280 0.279 0.273 
0. 3 (! 1 0.300 Cl . 291'1 
o.32 8 c.326 ') . 32 2 (). 365 0.359 a. 34" 
C.425 o.t+04 0. 3 8 :' 
G. ':'4 5 0 .472 D.414 
,1. 0 0 c fj. 5 4 9 0.439 
r: . 548 a.475 I). 41 7 
n. 4 31 0. 4 11 c.~su 
c.:575 0 . "'~ ,Q . • 35 p 
0.341 0.33'? o .~~4 
".: . 31 7 c .31 6 c • 31 '* 
c. 2':'9 c . 2 9., c . 29fl 
c. 28 (: IJ . 28t C . 2H ': 
c.~11 0 . 2 11 0 .211 
c .;: 1 ~ (I . 2 7 "t j .272 
THE TI f'IE IS 
THE OAY IS 
THE AIP T::MPE'PATURE 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
(: 
1 
8 
9 
1 0 
THE SOIL TEMPEP.ATURE 
PIPE ENTERANCE 
0.244 o • . 244 0.244 
0.248 o.248 D.248 
0.257 0.257 0.256 
o.2f;9 0.269 0.268 
0.286 0.286 0. 285 
0.308 0.307 0.:305 
Q. 3 37 o.3:34 0.329 
0.311 o.367 o.358 
0.410 0.403 o.~88 
0.443 0.4:34 0.413 
0.458 0 • 't'+B 0. 424 
o.4146 0.437 0.416 
0.416 0.410 o.394 
0. 3E l 0.377 o.368 
0.350 0.347 0.342 
C.325 0.324 0. 321 
0.306 o.306 o. 304 
0.293 0.293 0.292 
0.284 c. 28" C.28'1 
0.2~0 0.280 0.219 
IN 
1. '.J 
2 0 
THE: PIPE IS 
1.000 00 
0.96353 
0.92706 
0.09059 
0.85412 
o.81765 
o.1a11s 
o.74471 
0.10024 
0.61111 
MrnUND THE PIPE 
o. 237 o. 2 3 7 
0.241 0.241 
0.249 0.249 
0.261 0.261 
0.211 0. 2 75 
0.295 0.294 
':I. 31 7 0.315 
!) • 3 41 c.3~5 
C.364 0.356 
0. 3 ~ 4 ".'. 3 71 
C.394 C.379 
0.301 t') . 3 7 5 
0. 3 70 ".'. ~62 
0 •· 3 ~ 'J 0 . '345 
o. :no o .. 3 2 9 
C.312 o.310 
0 . 296 a .2 96 
J.~8~ 0 . 28 4 
0.276 • 2 7 :, 
0 .212 c .212 
2.0 
2C 
IN THE PIPE IS 
i.00000 
0.96353 
o.92106 
o.~9i;59 
0.85412 
0.01165 
0.10110 
o.7'4471 
o.1os2tt 
0.61111 
AR OUlllD THE PIPE 
0.244 0.244 
0.248 0.248 
o.256 o.256 
0.268 0.267 
o. 283 0.282 
0.302 0.301 
o. 324 0.321 
0. 3 4'9 0.343 
o. 373 0. 3'>4-
0.392 0.380 
o. '401 0.387 
o.395 0.383 
o. 379 0.370 
o. 358 0.353 
o. 3 37 0.334 
0.319 0.317 
o. 303 0.302 
0.291 0.291 
0.283 C.283 
0.279 0.279 
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SAMPLE DATA 
IS 
END OF PIPE 
0.200 0.200 0.200 0.199 o.19a 
0. 20 3 0.203 0. 2 03 0.203 0.203 
0.211 0 .210 0. 210 0.210 0.210 
0 .22 2 0. 221 . 0 .221 0.220 0.220 
0.235 0. 2 36 0.235 o. 2 34 0.23 3 
0.255 D.254 0.252 0.250 0.2'+~ 
0.279 c.211 o.2n o.269 0 -25"' 
o.311 0.306 0.297 0.290 0.286 
0. 36 3 0. 34 6 0. 32/f o. 31 '.l 0.303 
'J. 4€. 7 I). 40 4 0.354 o.3 2 1 o.:'515 
r, .~5 4 o.470 o.375 0.3 _ 7 0. 32"t 
0. '+ ,9 o.407 0.357 o . 3 30 0.119 
~ .36 8 o.351 0. 32 9 0 .31 5 o .3o a 
0 .31 9 0. 31 '+ ~.305 o.2qe 0 .294 
0.290 o.20 s 0. 28't 0. 280 o .21q Q.269 0.268 o.266 0.2&4 IJ . 26 
0.253 0.253 0. 25 2 0 . 23 1 0 .25 0 
o.241 0 . 2 41 0.2111 0 . 240 0 • 2 A (' 
0. 2 34 o. 2 34 0.233 0. 2 3 3 0 . 213 
'J • 2 3C 0. 2 3C o. 2 30 (1 . 229 o . 22Q 
IS 
END OF PIPE 
0.206 0.206 0.206 0.205 0.20 
0.209 0.209 0.209 0.209 o.2oq 
0.211 0.216 0.216 0.216 0.216 
0 .221 0.221 0.227 0.226 0.226 
0.242 0. 242 0.241 0 .2 40 o.23q 
0.262 0.261 o.2sa 0.256 0.255 
0.206 0.204 o. 280 0.215 0.273 
o.J16 o.313 o. :505 o.2q1 0.292 
o.3so o.344 o. :n1 o.31s 0.310 
0.379 0.311 o.352 0. 3 34 o.324 
o.391 o.382 o.362 0.342 0.33 0 
0.301 0.313 0.355 0 .3 3 7 0.327 
o.355 0. 349 o. 336 0.323 o.:ns 
0.324 0. 321 0.313 0.:505 0.300 
0.297 0.295 0.291 0.286 0.284 
o.21s 0.215 0.212 0.210 0.269 
0.259 0.259 0.258 0.2 5 7 0.256 
0.240 0. 247 0.247 0.24~ 0.2't6 
0.240 0.240 0.240 0 • .2 39 0.239 
o.236 o • . 236 o. 2 36 0.2 36 0 .23 5 
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